Nanolithography based on metalized DNA templates for graphene patterning.
DNA self-assembly, such as DNA origami and single-stranded tile (SST) assembly, can create complex nanostructures with prescribed two-dimensional (2-D) and three-dimensional (3-D) shapes. Distinct patterned DNA nanostructures can be used as templates or shadow masks for the lithographic patterning of 2-D thin-film materials for nanodevices. The protocols in this article describe a general procedure of metalized DNA nanolithography based upon DNA metalization and subsequent etching to transfer the shape information from DNA templates to graphene, such that the shape of complex graphene nanostructures can be rationally programmed. Spatial information within the predesigned DNA patterns, such as width, orientation, curvature, and angles, can be successfully transferred to the graphene nanostructures with sub-10 nm resolution. This method could be further generalized to enable patterning of nano-sized modules of graphene and other 2-D electronic materials with predesigned shapes for complex electronic and quantum circuits.